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Neural coding for olfactory sensory stimuli has
beenmapped near completion in theDrosophila
first-order center, but little is known in the
higher brain centers. Here, we report that the
antenna lobe (AL) spatial map is transformed
further in the calyx of the mushroom body
(MB), an essential olfactory associated learning
center, by stereotypic connections with projec-
tion neurons (PNs). We found that Kenyon cell
(KC) dendrites are segregated into 17 comple-
mentary domains according to their neuroblast
clonal origins and birth orders. Aligning the PN
axonal map with the KC dendritic map and
ultrastructural observation suggest a positional
ordering such that inputs from the different AL
glomeruli have distinct representations in the
MB calyx, and these representationsmight syn-
apse on functionally distinct KCs. Our data sug-
gest that olfactory coding at the AL is decoded
in theMB and then transferred via distinct lobes
to separate higher brain centers.
INTRODUCTION
The spatiotemporal pattern of sensory stimuli perceived
by an animal must be translated into neural codes in the
brain ultimately to elicit adaptive behavioral responses.
Insects exhibit many complex behaviors controlled by
an olfactory system that is genetically and anatomically
similar to those in vertebrates (Hildebrand and Shepherd,
1997; Vosshall, 2000). One possible strategy for neural
coding is to represent the patterns of sensory stimuli by
spatially distinct maps of activity at different stages of
sensory processing. In Drosophila, odor information is
received by sensory hairs and sent via olfactory sensory
neurons (OSNs) to one of the 49 glomeruli within the
antennal lobe (AL), a structure that is remarkably analogousin function and organization to the olfactory bulb of verte-
brates (Clyne et al., 1999; Vosshall et al., 1999; Couto
et al., 2005; Fishilevich and Vosshall, 2005). The OSNs
that express the same odorant receptor (OR) project
axons to one, or occasionally two, spatially invariant glo-
meruli within the AL. Functional imaging experiments
demonstrate that different odors activate different combi-
nations of AL glomeruli and the spatial patterns of activity
are similar among individual flies (Wang et al., 2003a; Yu
et al., 2004).
Odor information conveyed by OSNs to AL golmeruli is
subsequently sent via projection neurons (PNs) (Gao et al.,
2000; Vosshall, 2000) to the MB, a neural center with
a demonstrated role in olfactory associative learning. Den-
drites of a PN generally occupy a single AL glomerulus,
and the PN axon extends to the MB calyx and on to the
lateral horn (LH), another neuropil structure thought to
be important for immediate responses to odors (Jefferis
et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2003b). The spatial distribution
of PN axon branching patterns is highly stereotyped in
the LH but less clear in the MB calyx where stereotypic
projections may exist in three roughly defined calycal
zones (Marin et al., 2002; Wong et al., 2002; Tanaka
et al., 2004). It remains uncertain, however, whether stereo-
typed projections of PNs define stereotyped connectivity
between Kenyon cell (KC) dendrites and PN axons.
MBs play an essential role in olfactory memory (Davis,
2005). One adult MB in Drosophila consists of about
2500 intrinsic KCs derived from four neuroblasts (Technau
and Heisenberg, 1982; Ito et al., 1997), each of which
sequentially generates five distinct classes of KCs: g, a0/b0,
pioneer a/b, early a/b, and late a/b, respectively (Lee
et al., 1999; Zhu et al., 2003). Although morphologically
similar, intrinsic KCs that extend their fibers only in the
MBs often express different molecules, and their axon
fibers segregate into different lobes that are innervated
by three types of extrinsic neurons, i.e., input, modulatory,
and output neurons (Waddell et al., 2000; Schwaerzel
et al., 2003; Riemensperger et al., 2005). Presumably,
information processed in different MB lobes is then deliv-
ered by their output neurons to distinct brain regions,Cell 128, 1205–1217, March 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 1205
including inferior medial, superior medial, and superior lat-
eral protocerebrum (Ito et al., 1998).
Stereotyped odor-evoked activity occurs both in the AL
glomeruli (Wang et al., 2003a; Yu et al., 2004) and the MB
calyx (Wang et al., 2004), but analysis of topographic con-
nectivity between PNs and KCs in the MB calyx has been
hampered by a lack of optical resolution and anatomical
landmarks. Here, using high-resolution 3D imaging and
a warping procedure to combine the projections of single
identified PNs from different individuals, we found that KC
dendrites segregate into complementary domains and PN
axons give stereotyped branches and terminal boutons,
connecting each AL glomeurlus with a subset of only
one of the five classes of KCs in the MB calyx. To our
knowledge, this is the first description of a topographic
olfactory map in a secondary olfactory center in any
species, from insects to mammals. Our findings have
implications for the mechanisms of olfactory coding in
higher brain centers as well as for the consolidation and
retrieval of olfactory memory.
RESULTS
PN Axon Terminals Show Dual Stereotypy
in the Calyx and LH
In the adult Drosophila brain, functional imaging using ge-
netically encoded calcium indicators reveals stereotyped
odor-evoked activity in the MB calyx (Wang et al., 2004),
but genetic mosaic analysis with MARCM and FLP-out
techniques in the individual olfactory PNs shows variable
patterns of axon branching in the calyx (Marin et al.,
2002). One caveat of genetic mosaic analyses, however,
is that each glomerulus is innervated by several PNs
(Jefferis et al., 2001). Thus, some of the observed inter-
animal variability in the calyx could derive from labeling
of different PNs from the same glomerulus. To determine
whether this is the case, we first compared the spatial dis-
tributions of PN axon terminals in two enhancer-trap GAL4
lines expressed in only a small subset of PNs (Figures
1Ab–1Ad and 1Bb–1Bd). Our results indicate that each
PN of the same AL glomerulus distributes axon terminals
in a remarkably stereotyped spatial pattern in the calyx
(compare, e.g., Figures 1Ab–1Ad and 1Bb–1Bd), even
though there are local variations among flies.
To further elucidate the stereotyped spatial pattern,
we mapped projection patterns of 179 individual PNs
innervating 13 different AL glomeruli from whole-mount
Drosophila adult brains. For the comparison of spatial dis-
tributions among different PNs, we generated a standard
MB as a common 3D framework for compiling 3D images
of all 179 PNs. The standard MB is an average of both
the volume and shape of ten pairs of MBs derived from
5-day-old wild-type male adult flies (see Figures S1
and S2). Using the MBs of an enhancer trap GAL4 as a
reference, the gene expression pattern is compiled to
the standard MB model by 3D image transformation or
‘‘warping’’ (Figure S3).1206 Cell 128, 1205–1217, March 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.High-resolution warping of individual PNs derived from
different flies to the calyx is accomplished using salient
points on the calycal surface as local landmarks
(Figure S4). This allows simultaneous visualization of arbi-
trary combinations of multiple PNs in relation to MBs
(Figure 1C; see Movie S1). Our results show that PNs
from different AL glomeruli project to distinct regions in
the calyx and LH. Each type of PN has a different pattern
of axon branches and bouton numbers (see below). In
contrast, the spatial distribution of axon termini from
a given PN is highly stereotyped in the calyx even among
different animals (Figures 1D–1H; Movies S2–S6). Mean-
while, local variation exists for each PN but is always lim-
ited within the restricted domain(s). Our method yields
better spatial comparisons in the calyx than in the LH be-
cause the warping procedure is based on MB landmarks.
Even so, the projection patterns of PNs from the same
AL glomerulus still are highly stereotyped in the LH
(Figure 1D–1H), as reported previously (Wong et al.,
2002; Marin et al., 2002), thereby verifying the validity of
our warping procedure. While these data indicate a higher
degree of stereotypy in the calyx than previously thought,
the question remained as to whether dendrites from
KCs show any stereotyped pattern of connectivity with
identified PNs innervating the calyx.
Two Factors Contribute to Stereotyped KC Dendrite
Organization in the Calyx
Our results show that two developmental factors, clonal
origin and sequential birth, act together to determine spa-
tial organization of KC dendrites in the calyx (Figure 2).
KCs in the adult MB have four different clonally related
neuroblast origins, and their dendrites segregate into five
spatially distinct divisions (Figure 2A) (Ito et al., 1997;
Lee et al., 1999). Each of the four neuroblasts produces
sequentially five classes of KCs (g, a0/b0, pioneer a/b, early
a/b, and late a/b neurons) (Figure 2B) (Zhu et al., 2003),
each of which projects axons into different MB lobes
(Figure 2C). Because of their identical set of neurons, the
four neuroblast clones have been suggested to be func-
tionally redundant (Ito et al., 1997). We have examined
this question by analyzing the potential connectivity be-
tween PN axon terminals and KC dendrites. A 3D model
of the dendritic divisions derived from the four neuroblast
clones was generated (Figure 2A; Movie S7). To accom-
plish this, we used the FLP-out genetic approach (see
Experimental Procedures), labeling each of the clonally
related KC divisions based on their neuroblast origins.
Partitioning in this genetic manner has allowed us to
reconstruct a 3D calyx model consisting of a quadruple
dendritic structure made up of four vertical parallel divi-
sions, namely the following: K1 (anterior medial), K2
(posterior medial), K3 (posterior lateral), and K4 (anterior
lateral) divisions from medial to lateral, respectively
(Figures 2Aa–2Ac). A fifth dorsal-frontal-medial division,
which is named K5 (the 4-fold region), protrudes outside
the traditional calyx region and receives dendrites from
all four neuroblast clones (Figures 2Ab and 2Ac) (Zhu
Figure 1. Dual Stereotypy of PN Projection Patterns in Calyx and LH
(A) Confocal images of GAL4-Mz19 expression pattern. Dendrites of seven lateral PNs innervate DA1 and six dorsal PNs innervate VA1d in the AL (Aa).
Three representative flies show stereotyped spatial distributions of PN axon terminals forming three clusters (arrows) at the medial calyx (Ab–Ad).
(B) Confocal images of GAL4-G0116 expression pattern. Dendrites of two dorsal PNs innervate DL2 (Ba). Three representative flies show stereotyped
spatial distribution of bilateral clusters of axon terminals (arrows) in the calyx (Bb–Bd). AL and calyx are stained by DiD.
(C) MB warping allows simultaneous visualization of 13 PNs (indicated by 13 different colors), each innervates a different AL glomerulus.
(D–H) Each graph represents alignment of PNs innervating the same AL glomerulus from five different flies (indicated by five different colors). The type
of PN innervating a specific AL glomerulus is indicated. See also Movies S1–S6. (Aa) and (Ba), anterior view; all others, posterior view.et al., 2003). Note that, for this study, our standard calyx
model defines only regions occupied by K1–K4 divisions
(Figures S2 and S4).
MBs participate in the formation and retrieval of memo-
ries of olfactory associated experience (de Belle and
Heisenberg, 1994; Dubnau et al., 2001; McGuire et al.,
2001), courtship conditioning (McBride et al., 1999), and
context-dependent visual cues (Liu et al., 1999; Tang
and Guo, 2001). It has been shown that g KCs are critical
for olfactory associated short-term memory and vertical
a0/a lobes play a role in long-term memory formation
(Zars et al., 2000; Pascual and Preat, 2001; Yu et al.,
2006). To place our findings in this functional context, we
asked whether dendrites of these different functional clas-
ses of KCs (as defined by their axonal projections and
sequential birth) are segregated into specific domains in
the calyx. In this study, high-resolution imaging of GFP re-
porter expression driven by each of the fiveGAL4 lines that
are expressed specifically and exclusively in g (G0451),a0/b0 (G0050), pioneer a/b (c708a), early a/b (G0391) and
late a/b (c44a) KCs, respectively, indicates that indeed
this is the case (Figures 2D–2H). Three-dimensional re-
constructions of the entire MB (segmented from brains
stained with the fluorescence membrane probe, DiD)
together with each of the five KC classes (labeled by
GFP expression driven from each of the above GAL4
lines) in two different colors reveal the spatial dendritic
distributions in the calyx. The pioneer a/b neurons pro-
ject dendrites exclusively to the K5 division and axon
bundles passing through the calyx and the peduncle to
the a/b lobes with more arborizations at the middle seg-
ment of a lobe (Figures 2Da–2Dc; Movie S8). Dendrites
of the early a/b neurons are clustered into two domains
in the calyx: the dorsal domain occupies both the ante-
rior and the posterior calyx, while the ventral domain oc-
cupies only the medial posterior calyx (Figures 2Ea–2Ec;
Movie S9). These dendrites appear to distribute mostly
in K2/K3 divisions with a smaller portion in the dorsalCell 128, 1205–1217, March 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 1207
Figure 2. Two Factors Contribute to Dendrite Organization in the Calyx
(A) Five KC dendritic divisions derived from four neuroblast clones. FLP-out clones of K2 and K4 express mCD8::GFP (green), whereas K1 and K3 are
revealed by immunolabeling for rCD2 expression (red). Four segregated parallel domains (K1–K4) derive from each of the four neuroblasts as
indicated by alternate colors in separate regions. A small dorsal frontal domain (K5) receives dendrites from all four neuroblast clones as indicated
by the mixed colors. The anterior calyx is mostly occupied by lateral K1/K4 divisions that wrapped around the center posterior K2/K3 divisions. Right
MB. Genotype: Hs-FLP/+;UAS>rCD2,y+>mCD8::GFP/+;GAL4-OK107/+.
(B) Sequential birth of the five KC classes.
(C) Neurons of each of the five KC classes (indicated by different colors) project dendrites to the calyx and axons to different lobes.
(D) GAL4-c708a expression in pioneer a/b neurons.
(E) GAL4-G0391 expression in early a/b neurons.
(F) GAL4-c44a expression in late a/b neurons.
(G) GAL4-G0050 expression in a0/b0 neurons.
(H) GAL4-G0451 expression in g neurons.
(I) The standard MB contains expression patterns of (D)–(H). (Da)–(Ha), anterior lateral view; (Db)–(Hb), lateral view; (Dc)–(Hc), posterior view. (Ia), 3D
image warping of (Da)–(Ha) in the standardMB; (Ib), axial section of the calyx; (Ic), sagittal section of the calyx; (Id), coronal section of the vertical lobe;
(Ie), sagittal section of the horizontal lobe. Purple, pioneer a/b neurons; Green, early a/b neurons; Red, late a/b neurons; Blue, a0/b0 neurons; Yellow,
g neurons. MBs in (D)–(H) are segmented from DiD stained brain.K1/K4 divisions (Figure 2Ec). Axons of the early a/b neu-
rons project to the peripheral a/b lobes with dense
arborizations at the tip of the a lobe (Figure 2Ea). Spatial
distribution of dendritic arbors of pioneer and early
a/b neurons in the dorsal calyx are superficially over-
lapping as seen in the frontal (Figure 2Da versus 2Ea)
and the posterior views (Figure 2Dc versus 2Ec). They
are, however, completely separated from each other1208 Cell 128, 1205–1217, March 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.since the dendrites of the pioneer a/b neurons extend
mostly outside and dendrites of the early a/b neurons
distribute exclusively within as shown in the lateral
views, according to our calyx model (Figure 2Db versus
2Eb; Movie S8 versus S9). Thick fibers passing the
peripheral calyx are axonal bundles that converge at
the ventral-medial calyx into the peduncle (Figures
2Da–2Dc and 2Ea–2Ec).
Dendrites of the late a/b neurons are featured with four
segregated domains, one in each of the ventral posterior
K1–K4 divisions (Figures 2Fa–2Fc; Movie S10). Axon
bundles of the late a/b neurons occupy the core of the
a/b lobes (Figure 2Fa). Dendrites of the a0/b0 neurons
aggregate at the bottom of the calyx (both anteriorly and
posteriorly) forming a crescent shape distribution beneath
the four dendrite clusters of the late a/b neurons and g
neurons (Figures 2Ga–2Gc; Movie S11). Dendrites of the
g neurons occupy the entire anterior half of the calyx
and two spaced vertical columns in the posterior half of
the calyx (Figures 2Ha–2Hc; Movie S12).
To compare the spatial and temporal relationships of
the dendritic domains originating from each of the five
KC classes, we compiled the expression patterns of the
five KC classes using the standard MB as a common 3D
framework (Figure 2I). Virtual slices through the integrated
MB model containing the five KC classes indicate a near-
perfect complementary spatial separation among segre-
gated dendrite domains consistent with their sequential
birth (Figure 2Ia). Since KC bodies are located at the
posterior-most brain surface, it is reasonable that the den-
drites of larval born g neurons occupy mostly the anterior-
half calyx as they are pushed forward by dendrites of KCs
born later (Figure 2Ib and 2Ic). The a0/b0 and pioneer a/b
neurons born during the late larval and early pupa stages
project dendrites underneath and above the dendrites of
g neurons, respectively (Figures 2B, 2Ib and 2Ic). Conse-
quently, the posterior-half calyx is mostly occupied by
dendrites of the early a/b and late a/b neurons born during
late pupa stage (Figures 2B, 2Ib, and 2Ic). Thus, the spatial
distribution of complementary KC dendritic domains
appears to be a result of sequential growth of the five
KC classes. When viewing from posterior, dendritic arbors
of early a/b, g, late a/b, and a0/b0 KCs form four horizontal
domains from the dorsal to the ventral calyx, respectively
(Figure 2Ic). Dendrites of the pioneer a/b neurons located
in the frontal most dorsal calyx are hidden in the posterior
view and evident in the lateral view (Figure 2Ib). In addition
to segregated dendritic domains, the standard MB con-
taining the five KC classes reveals also segregated axon
bundles in both vertical (Figure 2Id) and horizontal lobes
(Figure 2Ie).
We examined additional GAL4 drivers to rule out the pos-
sibility that each selectedGAL4 line used in our study labels
only a subset of a KC class. The results show that dendritic
arbors of the same class of KCs labeled by different GAL4
drivers occupy the same regional domain(s) in the calyx re-
gardless of the number of KCs labeled (Figures S5A versus
S5B,S5CversusS5D,andS5HversusS5I).Dendriticarbors
of the pioneer a/b and early a/b neurons labeled by two
separatedGAL4drivers (FiguresS5EandS5F, respectively)
or by a single GAL4 driver (Figure S5G) were distributed in
the expected regional domain(s). This further strengthens
our conclusion that domain-specific dendritic distribution
remains KC class dependent in spite of local variations.
With the various GAL4 enhancer trap-specific expres-
sion patterns, we further analyzed variations amongCindividual flies. We chose five GAL4 lines (c708a, G0391,
c44a, G0050, G0451) that appear to label more KCs to
test if these GAL4 drivers cover the entire cohort of
KCs. Judging by the number of nuclei that were labeled
by nls-GFP in each of the selected five GAL4 drivers,
about 2700 KCs in total were labeled (Y.-R. Huang and
A.-S.C., unpublished data). Since there are approximately
2500 KC axons in the caudal peduncle (Technau and
Heisenberg, 1982), theGAL4drivers selected for this study
likely label all or most KCs of each class. We constructed
a probability map of dendrite distribution in different flies
for each of the five classes of KCs. Using the 247-DsRed
labeled calyx as a reference for Affine Registration with
Amira, dendritic arbors derived from five different flies
are aligned into the standard calyx (Figure S6). Our data
show that local variations among different individuals are
obvious but confined within specific regional domain(s)
(Figures S6A–S6E). Regardless of this degree of local var-
iation, each class of KCs has its own pattern of dendrite
distribution within specific regional domains, as revealed
byAffineRegistrationamong dendritic arbors fromdifferent
individuals (Figures S6A0–S6E0).
To fully appreciate the complexity of spatial relation-
ships among different dendritic arbors, we generated vol-
ume models of major dendritic domains in the calyx for
each of the five classes of KCs after removing the passing
axon fibers from representative samples selected from
our probability maps (Figure S7). Ideally, because of inter-
individual variation, volume models are best represented
if it is generated from an averaged pattern as our ‘‘stan-
dard MB’’ (Figure S2). However, the generation of volume
models for fly brain structures is technically challenging
and often only from a representative sample such as the
volume model for the AL glomeruli and the so-called
‘‘standard brain’’ (Laissue et al., 1999; Rein et al., 2002).
Surface rendering defined by 3D segmentation reveals
that regional domains of major dendritic arbors of the
five classes of KCs are spatially complementary, occupy-
ing the entire calyx (Movie S13). To give a sense of the
representation, the percentage of fibers distributed in
the volume model for each class of KCs was determined
(Figure S7). Regardless of significant local variations
among different individuals (Figure S6), the volume model
of dendritic domains defined by the five KC classes pro-
vides 3D boundaries in the calyx for quantitative analysis
of spatial distributions of PN axon termini (see below).
Assignment of Likelihood Connectivity
between PN Axons and KC Dendrites
Stereotyped spatial distributions of PN axons andKCden-
drites do not separately inform us how they might connect
to each other. To begin to address this question, we have
assessed the likelihood connectivity by aligning 3D images
of individual PNs (as defined by their dendrite innervations
in the AL) with each of the five KC classes (as defined by
their birth orders and axonal projections into the lobes).
Using the standard MB as a common 3D framework and
the internal MB in the sample as a reference, we archivedell 128, 1205–1217, March 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 1209
1210 Cell 128, 1205–1217, March 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Incall raw data of confocal image stacks of the five KC clas-
ses together with 179 PNs into a 3D image database. This
allows us to analyze the likelihood connectivity by direct
visualization of any selected combinations of PN and KC
classes from arbitrary orientations with 3D image rotation
using Amira software (Figure 3; Movies S14 and S15).
Our observations suggest that, with few exceptions,
each PN sends axon branches (and boutons) to specific
calyx domains occupied by only one of the five KC clas-
ses. For example, the DM1- and VA4-PNs send four
long axon branches, one to each of the K1–K4 calyx divi-
sions, but restricted to the most ventral domain, which is
occupied by dendrites of the a0/b0 neurons (Figures 3A
and 3B). The DM2-PNs send four shorter axon branches,
one to each of the K1–K4 calyx divisions, but in this case
only to the posterior intermediate ventral domain, which is
occupied by four segregated dendrite clusters of the
late a/b neurons (Figure 3C). Although PNs innervating
domains occupied by dendritic arbors of the a0/b0 neurons
and the late a/b neurons appear to have similar general
morphology, they differ significantly in axon branch length
and spatial distribution. Quantitative analysis of distance
ratio indicates that terminal boutons of DM1-PNs dis-
tribute much closer to the edge of the calyx than DM2-
PNs, consistent with the most ventral distribution of a0/b0
dendrites and the intermediate ventral distribution of late
a/b dendrites (Figure S8). DM1-PNs and DM2-PNs also
show distinct patterns of innervations in the LH (Figure 1D
versus 1G). The DL3-, DA1-, D-, and VA1d-PNs project
axon terminals mostly to the dorsal domain of K2/K3 calyx
divisions, which is occupied by dendrites from the early
a/b neurons (Figures 3D–3G). Unlike the above PNs send-
ing axon terminals only posteriorly, the DC2-, DL1-, VA5-,
VA71-, and VL2a-PNs send axons also dorsally and ven-
trally to the anterior calyx which is occupied by dendrites
from g neurons (Figures 3H–3L). At least DL1-PNs also
innervate posterior dendrites of the two spaced vertical
columns of g neurons (Figure 3I).
Visual inspection of the distinction between a PN that
connects to early a/b and that connects to g neurons is
augmented by quantitative analysis of PN bouton distribu-
tions. Counting number of PN boutons distributed within
each of the five volume models indicates that a PN forms
Figure 3. Assignments of Likelihood Connectivity between
PNs and KCs
Individual PNs are aligned together with each of five classes of KCs in
the calyx using standard MB as a common framework for nonlinear
image warping.
(A and B) Alignment between PNs and a0/b0 neurons.
(C) Alignment between PNs and late a/b neurons.
(D–G) Alignment between PNs and early a/b neurons.
(H–L) Alignment between PNs and g neurons.
(M) Alignment between PN and pioneer a/b neurons. The PN axon
branch connecting K5 does not enter the main calyx region (Ma, Mb)
and therefore can only be visualized from top view (Mc). (Aa)–(Ma), pos-
terior view of PNs in the standard MB calyx; (Ab)–(Mb), simultaneous
visualization of a PN and one of five KC classes. (Ac)–(Mc), top view.
All single PNs are derived from MARCM analysis of GAL4-GH146..
its axonal boutons preferentially in a specific regional
domain in the calyx, which is occupied by only one of the
five classes of KC dendrites (Figure S9). Note that our
volume models of major KC dendritic domains define
the distribution of most, but not all, dendrites from a spe-
cific class of KCs (Figure S7). Surprisingly, among the five
PNs analyzed (DC2-, DL1-, VL2a-, DA1-, and DL3-PNs),
all of their boutons distribute specifically in either early
a/b or g dendritic domain; none distribute in the pioneer
a/b, late a/b, and a0/b0 dendritic domains (Figures S9B4–
S9F4). Because of interanimal variation, visualization of
a binary distribution of PN boutons between two neighbor-
ing dendritic domains would require the simultaneous
labeling of three different structures, each with a different
color, in the same animal.
The DL4-PNs project axon terminals to the K5 division
and the anterior calyx, which are occupied exclusively
by dendrites of the pioneer a/b neurons and g neurons,
respectively (Figure 3M). This type of PN may connect
with more than one KC class, as it also produces axon
terminals in K1–K4 divisions (see below). These data for-
mally raise the possibility that each of these subgroups
of KCs that have been defined developmentally by the
birth order and functionally by their axonal projections
could also be functionally distinct in terms of their connec-
tivity with PN inputs.
Ultrastructural Visualization of PN/KC Connectivity
The precision of our PN/KC connectivity assignment po-
tentially is compromised by several factors: (1) interanimal
variations in PN axon termini (Figure 1) and KC dendritic
arbors (Figure S6), (2) skewed calyx warping for PN/KC
alignment (Figures S4 and S6), and (3) subjective volume
models for quantitative analysis (Figures S7, S8, and S9).
Thus, while the prediction of PN/KC connectivity based
on image warping and statistic analysis of combined
images from different individuals offers a quick overall
assessment, precise synaptic connections need to be ver-
ified in the same individuals. Taking advantage of GAL4-
Mz19 expression in only a few PNs (Figure 1), we checked
with EM if their axonal boutons actually synapse with den-
drites of early a/b KCs in the calyx as predicted in our
likelihood connectivity assignment. We found that axonal
boutons of DA1- and VA1d-PNs were always surrounded
by numerous small dendrites of the early a/b KCs, as indi-
cated by horseradish peroxidise (HRP) labeling (Figure 4).
These HRP-labeled axon termini and dendrites appear to
synapse with each other as indicated by the presence of
presynaptic neurosecretory vesicles in the contact zone.
In the control animals, expressing HRP only in the DA1-
and VA1d-PNs, we found that their axon termini were
labeled and the surrounding dendrites were not labeled,
indicating the specificity of the HRP labeling (Figure 4).
Connectivity between Each AL Glomerulus
and KCs Is Unique
How might the five KC classes distinguish different odors
relayed by PNs from the 49 AL glomeruli? We reason that,Cif the four developmental lineages of KCs are functionally
identical as previously proposed (Ito et al., 1997), olfactory
inputs to MB calyx from each PN type (from each AL
Figure 4. Ultrastructural Visualization of PN/KC Connections
(A) The standard calyx (lateral view) contains the volume model for the
early a/b dendritic domain (green) and the PNs (red) expressed in
GAL4-Mz19 indicating the approximate position of ultra-thin sections
(yellow rectangle) for EM observations.
(B–D) Electron micrographs of PN boutons and early a/b dendrites
expressing UAS-HRP::CD2 driven by GAL4-Mz19 and GAL4-G0391,
respectively. Neurons expressing HRP::CD2 have darker membranes.
(B) HRP-positive PN boutons (red stars) distribute close to each other,
consistent with the confocal image shown in (A). Most other bouton-
like structures are HRP negative (blue star).
(C) A close-up view shows that HRP-positive PN boutons (red stars)
are often surrounded by HRP-positive early a/b dendrites (green
bracket). Putative boutons are indicated by their larger size and the
presence of mitochondria (M).
(D) High-magnification view of the picture in (C) shows synaptic vesi-
cles (red arrowhead) gathering at the contact zone between a HRP-
positive bouton (red star) and HRP-positive dendrites (green bracket).
In contrast, synaptic vesicles (blue arrowhead) of a HRP-negative
bouton (blue star) are in the contact zone with HRP-negative dendrites
(blue bracket).
(E and F) Electron micrographs of PN boutons expressing UAS-
HRP::CD2 driven by GAL4-Mz19. In (E), specificity of HRP labeling is
indicated by the HRP-positive PN boutons (red star) surrounded by
HRP-negative dendrites (blue bracket) and many other bouton-like
structures (blue star). In (F), high-magnification view of the picture in
(E) shows HRP-negative dendrites (blue bracket) in contact with
a HRP-positive bouton. A synaptic contact zone is indicated (red
arrowhead). Note that HRP staining leaks slightly, but it is weaker
than the positive staining and usually does not label the entire cross-
section. Scale bar, 0.5 mm.ell 128, 1205–1217, March 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 1211
Figure 5. Spatial Distributions of PN Axon Terminals in the
K1–K5 Divisions
In (Aa)–(Ma), anterior views of PN dendrites (green) in the ALs is shown.
In (Ab)–(Mc), posterior views of two representative individuals showing
PN axon terminals (green) in the calyx (gray) is shown. In (Ad–Md), fre-1212 Cell 128, 1205–1217, March 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.glomerulus) should reach K1–K4 divisions equally and all
reach K5 division. In contrast, if the K1–K5 divisions are
functionally relevant to odor-driven behavior, we would
predict that different calyx divisions might receive inputs
from different types of PNs. We distinguished these
hypotheses using the MARCM method, which allows
imaging of individual PNs. With this approach, we have
grouped PNs into five different types based on the spatial
distributions of their axon terminals in the K1–K5 divisions
(Figure 5). Type 1–3 PNs give rise mostly to four major
axon branches in the calyx, one to each of the K1–K4
divisions, but never reach to the K5 division (Figures 5A–
5J). Type 1 PNs (i.e., DM1) send long axon branches
toward ventral calyx with approximately three boutons,
occasionally four, on each branch (Figure 5A). Type 2
PNs (i.e., DM2) have a shorter axon branch with approxi-
mately two boutons on each branch (Figure 5B). Type 3
PNs send an unequal but stereotyped number of boutons
to K1–K4 divisions (Figure 5C–5J). For example, some
PNs (i.e., DL1, DL3, DA1, VL2a, VA5, VA7l, and DC2)
havemore axon terminals in center calyx (K2/K3 divisions)
than lateral calyx (K1/K4 divisions). In contrast, VA4 PNs
send more axon terminals at K1/K4 than K2/K3 divisions
(Figure 5J). Type 4 PNs send axon terminals to certain
but not all K1-K4 divisions (Figures 5K and 5L). For exam-
ple, VA1d-PNs project equal number of boutons to each of
K1–K3 regions but not K4 divisions, and D-PNs project
axon terminals only to the K2 division. DL2-PNs also
belong to this type (Figure 1B). Type 5 PNs (i.e., DL4)
uniquely contact with the K5 division in the calyx
(Figure 5M). Intriguingly, while DL4-PNs innervate the K5
division and sporadically the K1–K4 divisions, they often
have some axon terminals outside the calyx and LH, im-
plying a unique function (Figures 1H, 3M, and 5M). These
observations indicate that (1) at least type 3 and type 4
PNs send unequal numbers of axon branches and bou-
tons to each of K1–K4 divisions and (2) except for type
5, most PNs do not contact with pioneer a/b neurons
(K5 division). Furthermore, PN axon terminals reach the
K1–K5 divisions in the calyx in a stereotyped manner.
These data strongly argue that KCs derived from the
four neuroblast clones are not functionally redundant.
Rather, each KC clone receives a different olfactory input.
Dual Olfactory Decoding Systems
in the Higher Brain Centers
We have shown that PNs innervating the same AL glomer-
uli have stereotyped projection patterns in both the calyx
and LH (Figure 1). When we align PNs originating from dif-
ferent AL glomeruli but all terminating in the same defined
region of calyx, we find that these PNs also have terminals
that cluster in the LH (Figure 6). For example, each of the
DL1-, VL2a-, VA5-, VA7l-, and DC2-PNs is morphologi-
cally distinct, but they all project to calyx regions with g
quency distributions of PN boutons in K1–K5 calyx divisions. Y axis
represents number of boutons distributed in each of K1–K5 divisions.
Data are mean ± standard error of the mean.
Figure 6. Dual Clusters of PN Axon Ter-
minals in the Calyx and LH
(A) DL1-, VL2a-, VA5-, VA7l-, and DC2-PNs.
(B) DL3-, D-, DA1-, and VA1d-PNs. Colors rep-
resent different PNs.neuron dendrites. Remarkably, this group of PNs also has
terminals that cluster in a specific region in the LH
(Figure 6A; Movie S16). This dual clustering of PN axon
terminals in the calyx and LH occurs for at least another
group of PNs (DL3, D, DA1, VA1d) connecting with early
a/b neurons (Figure 6B; Movie S17). The PN patterns are
clearly different, however, between PNs connecting g
neurons versus early a/b neurons and the other three KC
classes (a0/b0, pioneer a/b, and late a/b neurons) in both
calyx and LH (Figures 1, 3, and 6). It is worth noting that
we analyzed the PN dual clustering phenomenon after
making the PN/KC connectivity assignment. Thus our
PN/KC connectivity assignment provides predictive value
for clustering in LH. This greatly strengthens our confi-
dence in the validity of our assignment method.
DISCUSSION
Olfactory Representations in the Drosophila Brain
The greatest challenge facing the field of sensory biology
at present is to address how sensory coding is repre-
sented from the first-order center to the higher brain
centers, where neuronal activity must be computed to
elicit appropriate behavior responses (Bargmann, 2006).
Here, we report for the first time a spatial map of olfactory
representations in the MBs of adult Drosophila brains
(summarized in Figure 7). We show that KC dendrites
are segregated into 17 complementary domains defined
by both clonal origins and birth orders (Figures 2, S5,
S6, and S7). When viewed from the posterior, PN axonal
termini of DL3/D/DA1/VA1d, of DM2, and of DM1/VA4
form three concentric zones (Figures 1 and 3) corresponding
to KC dendrites from early a/b, late a/b, and a0/b0 neurons
in the posterior calyx, respectively (Figures 2Ic and 7), sim-
ilar to a previous report (Tanaka et al., 2004). The spatial
organization of PN-to-KC connectivity suggests that
olfactory coding in the AL is maintained in the MB calyx
where signal processing is more versatile (see below).
One question that now can be addressed is, are odor-
ants carrying similar biological information processed by
the same class of KCs? A chemotopic map of OR
responses to 110 odorants indicates that excitatory and
inhibitory responses are chemical-class dependent
(Hallem et al., 2004; Hallem and Carlson, 2006). By inte-
grating our PN-to-KC map with existing electrophysiolog-
ical data (Hallem et al., 2004; Wilson et al., 2004; Hallem
and Carlson, 2006), we observe that KC responses to
chemicals are likely also class specific. For example,
many aromatic odorants are excitatory to Or10a and manyCterpenes are inhibitory to Or49b, which connects via
DL1 and VA5, respectively, to g neurons (Table S1). Since
MBs are essential for odor discrimination (Wang et al.,
2004; Stopfer et al., 2003; S. Xia and T. Tully, personal
communication), we predict that a fly will find it more
difficult to discriminate two odorants that are relayed by
the PNs to the same class(es) of KCs. Hallem and Carlson
(2006) observed that odors of a particular chemical class
are often clustered, as shown by the ‘‘odor space’’ con-
structed from the response of 24 ORs to 110 odorants.
They showed that three odorants in different chemical
classesmapped to three distinct points in this space: pen-
tyl acetate (an ester) and 2-hepatanone (a ketone) elicited
similar patterns of activation maps together, distant and
different from that elicited by methyl salicylate (an aro-
matic compound). Consistently in our anatomical study,
we found that pentyl acetate- and 2-hepatanone-induced
signals are likely processed by the same class of KCs
(i.e., late a/b neurons), while those induced by methyl
salicylate reach other classes of KCs, excluding late a/b
neurons (Table S1) (Hallem and Carlson, 2006). We note
that ours is a working model of odor discrimination, as it
does not yet include all PN-to-KC connections in the adult
olfactory system and only six ORs have yet been linked
with the PN-to-KC map. We expect additional functional
subsets of KCs in each of the five classes (Figure S5).
While a more complete PN-to-KC map is needed, the
model of odor space versus KC class provides an impor-
tant advance in our understanding of neural computation
underlying behavioral responses to odors.
Our findings are in congruence with functional imaging
studies, which indicate that odor-evoked activity occurs
in specific regions in the calyx (Wang et al., 2004). As
odor concentration increases, more glomeruli are acti-
vated in the AL and more KCs are activated in the calyx
(Wang et al., 2003a; Wang et al., 2004). Our anatomical
data suggest that perception of odor identity may require
integration among five classes of KCs, while the number
of responsive KCs may reflect the perception of odor
intensity.
Confocal imaging of specific GAL4-driven reporter
expression patterns reveals axonal segregation for each
of the five KC classes (Figures 2 and S5) (Ito et al., 1997;
Zhu et al., 2003). This topology implies that stereotyped
olfactory representation in the AL glomeruli received
from OSNs (first order) are further relayed by PNs (second
order) to a fixed combination of five KC classes (third
order) in the calyx; such an implication is supported by
our findings on connectivity. We surmise that informationell 128, 1205–1217, March 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 1213
Figure 7. A Schematic Map of Olfactory Representations in the Adult Brain
(A) Posterior view. For the 13 PNs analyzed, each PN sends dendrites to a single antennal glomerulus and an axon giving one to four major branches in
theMB calyx. KC dendrites are segregated into 17 complementary domains defined by two orthogonal factors (four vertical K1–K4 clonal divisions by
four horizontal sequential birth domains plus one 4-fold K5 domain).
(B) Top view of the calyx.
(C) Cross-section of the vertical lobe at the place indicated in (A).
(D) Cross-section of the horizontal lobe at the place indicated in (A). Each AL glomerulus is linked by several PNs to only one of fiveMB functional units
in the calyx (indicated by the same colors between AL and calyx).processing is further achieved by segregating axon bun-
dles to different MB lobes, where output neurons (fourth
order) diverge the processed information to separate
higher brain centers (fifth order). Incomplete as this model
may be, we acknowledge the possibility of (1) crosstalk
among KCs and (2) modulatory innervation of MB calyx
and lobes. Because this study was focused only on a sub-
set of PNs, we also cannot rule out the possibility that
further functionally important differences in PNs may yet
be discerned. Nonetheless, our anatomical model serves
to advance the notion that an olfactory map in the MBs
helps to guide olfactory-driven behaviors.
Information Processing for Innate Behaviors
All animals are born with a set of innate behavioral re-
sponses, ‘‘hardwired’’ in the nervous system. InDrosophila,
innate behaviors such as sleep and courtship require
proper functioning of the MBs (Manoli and Baker, 2004;
Manoli et al., 2005; Pitman et al., 2006; Joiner et al.,
2006). It is notable that fruitless, a transcription factor
required for male courtship behavior, is expressed in
OSNs and PNs innervating the same set of AL glomeruli
(VL2a, DA1, and VA1), suggesting interconnections be-
tween these two sets of olfactory neurons (Stockinger
et al., 2005) (Table S1). Intriguingly, fruitless expresses
also in the MBs of the g and a/b lobes, and courtship con-1214 Cell 128, 1205–1217, March 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.ditioning is impaired when expression of themale-specific
fru transcript is disrupted in MB g neurons (Manoli et al.,
2005). In our likelihood connectivity assignment, VL2a-
and DA1-PNs connect with g and early a/b lobes (Figure 7;
Table S1). It is possible that the fru-expressing PNs and
KCs also are interconnected in the MB calyx, as are the
fru-expressing OSNs and PNs in the AL. These data
suggest that stereotyped connectivity in the PN-to-KC
map is likely involved in fru-expressing circuits, which
are essential for proper behavioral responses to volatile
sex pheromones.
A central question in olfaction is how the brain discrim-
inates different odors to elicit an appropriate behavioral
response. Stereotypic connectivity maps of odorant-to-OR
(Hallem and Carlson, 2006), OSN-to-PN (Couto et al.,
2005; Fishilevich and Vosshall, 2005), and PN-to-KC
(current study) at three consecutive levels allow us to
construct further a neural computation of odor discrimina-
tion in the adult Drosophila brain. Stereotypic PN-to-KC
connectivity and functional imaging suggest differential
representation of the odors in the AL is maintained in the
MB calyx and possibly further processed in the different
MB neurons/lobes. If so, how does the same class of
KCs discriminate odorants carrying different biological
information, such as a sex pheromone and an aggregation
pheromone (Table S1)? A single class of KCs might be
sufficient to discriminate two different odors in somecases,
since Drosophila larvae can discriminate different odors
with only g neurons. Thus, additional spatial and/or
temporal complexity for neural computation must exist
among KCs of the same birth-order class. Consistent
with this notion, our data show that PNs connecting with
the same class of KCs may have different projecting
patterns among K1–K5 dendritic divisions, suggesting dif-
ferential functions for each of the four KC clones (Figure 5).
Even with the same developmental history of clonal origin
and birth order, KCs are likely divided into different iden-
tities further based on differential gene expression. For
example, G0050 labels the entire a0/b0 lobe but c305a
labels only the frontal-half a0/b0 lobe (Figure S5). Even
with such developmental specification, odor discrimina-
tion also may require additional integration among differ-
ent classes of KCs.
Although stereotypic connectivity maps from ORNs to
PNs to KCs give the impression of a straight and simple
path, olfactory coding clearly will be modulated by both
stimulatory and inhibitory signals as it makes its way
through the brain. A single ORN can exhibit both excitatory
and inhibitory responses to different odorants (Hallem and
Carlson, 2006) (Table S1). In the ALs, odor responses of
the PNs are reshaped by inhibition from local neurons
(Wilson et al., 2004). In the MBs, KCs may receive both
stimulatory and inhibitory stimuli from PNs, since most
of them are cholinergic but some of them are GABAergic
(Wilson and Laurent, 2005). Immunohistochemical label-
ing and GFP expression patterns in Cha-GAL4 and
GAD-GAL4 lines indicate that KCs are also composed of
both cholinergic and GABAergic neurons (C.-Y. Lin and
A.-S.C., unpublished data). The distribution of odor
responses across different classes of KCs and the imposi-
tion of odor-sensitive excitatory and inhibitory responses
both appear to enhance distinct neural representations
of different odors. Such complexity of odor representa-
tions greatly reduces the possibility of overlap between
spatiotemporal patterns elicited by two different odorants,
making them easier to discriminate or to memorize and
recall (Stopfer, 2005).
In conclusion, our data offer specific and testable
hypotheses that olfactory coding at the ALs is likely further
represented and decoded in theMBs and then transferred
via distinct lobes to separate higher brain centers. It would
be important now to complete the PN-to-KCmap, to iden-
tify further subclasses within each of the five KC classes,
and to answer how different classes of KCs communicate
with each other during olfactory neural computation.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Drosophila Stocks
We use flies carrying hs-Flp; UAS>rCD2,Y+>mCD8::GFP; GAL4-
OK107 transgenes for visualization of FLP-out clones in the calyx
(Zhu et al., 2003) and yw,hs-FLP; FRTg13,UAS-mCD8::GFP,GAL4-
GH146/FRTg13,tubP-GAL80 transgenes for generating single PN
(Marin et al., 2002). For labeling specific subsets of KCs, flies carrying
GAL4-G0451, GAL4-H24, GAL4-G0050, GAL4-c305a, GAL4-c708a,CGAL4-G0391, GAL4-G0013, GAL4-c44a, and GAL4-P0003 were
used as driver to express UAS-mCD8::GFP. For visualization of a small
subset of PNs, flies carrying GAL4-G0116 or GAL4-Mz19 were used.
For labeling MB, flies carrying 247-DsRed were used. For ultra-
structural observation of synaptic connections between specific
populations of PN axons and KC dendrites, we use flies carrying
UAS-HRP::CD2, a genetically encoded marker labeling cell mem-
branes (Watts et al., 2004).
Sample Preparation
The MARCM and FLP-out technique were applied for genetic mosaic
analysis in adult flies that were subjected to heat-shock treatment in
37C water bath for 5 min, during the first and second larval stadium.
Fly brains were fixed in paraformaldehyde and counterstained with
1,10-dioctadecyl-3,3,30,30-tetramethylindodicarbocyanine perchlorate
(DiD) (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) as previously described (Chiang
et al., 2001). Whole-mount immunolabeling was as described previ-
ously (Xia et al., 2005). After cleared in the FocusClear (CelExplorer,
Taiwan) for 5 min, samples were mounted in a drop of MountClear
(CelExplorer, Taiwan) for confocal imaging (see Supplemental Data
for details). Processing of HRP-labeled tissues for electronmicroscopy
was as previously described (Watts et al., 2004).
Image Analysis
The standard MB model (see Supplemental Data) was used as a com-
mon 3D framework to compile raw data of GFP-reporter gene expres-
sion patterns by Amira (Mercury, MA). Quantitative measurement of
axon branch length and number of terminal boutons in the calyx is
determined from volume data generated by Amira. Statistical data is
generatedbySigmaPlot. All images areprocessedonour self-assembled
workstation equipped with double 64 bits CPUs (AMD), 16 Giga RAM,
and NVIDIA Quatro FX4400 video card.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include 9 figures, 1 table, 17movies, Supplemental
Experimental Procedures, and Supplemental References and can be
found with this article online at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/
128/6/1205/DC1/.
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